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Abstract

To investigate the relationship between aging of the treatment effect and the gas composition of atmospheric pressure plasma treatment, ultra
high modulus polyethylene (UHMPE) fibers were selected as a model fiber to study the aging behavior of fiber surface treated by atmospheric
pressure plasma jet (APPJ) with pure helium, helium+1% oxygen, and helium+2% oxygen. Atomic force microscopy showed increased surface
roughness, while X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy revealed increased oxygen contents after the plasma treatments. The plasma treated fibers had
lower contact angles and higher interfacial shear strengths to epoxy than those of the control fiber. Adding 1% of O2 to helium increased
effectiveness of the plasma in polymer surface modification and suppressed aging after the treatment, while adding 2% of O2 had a negative effect
on the APPJ modification results and accelerated aging. In addition, no significant difference in single fiber tensile strength was observed between
the control and the plasma treated fibers.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Plasma treatments have been used for decades inmodifying the
surface of polymeric materials. It is regarded as an environmen-
tally friendly process since no chemicals are involved and also as a
effectiveway tomodify the bondability andwettability of polymer
surface by introducing polar groups or increasing surface
roughness without affecting the bulk properties [1–3].

Most of plasma treatments have been performed under low
pressure or high vacuum which would be expensive for many
products with relatively low profit margin such as textiles.
Therefore, much attention has been paid to plasmas operating at
atmospheric pressure due to possible advantages of eliminating
an expensive vacuum system, on-line processing capabilities,
high efficiency, and the scalability to a larger area [4–6].
Typical atmospheric pressure plasma systems are arc plasma
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torches, corona discharges and dielectric barrier discharges
(DBD) [7,8]. In recent years, an atmospheric pressure plasma jet
(APPJ) is invented to produce the homogeneous plasmas at low
temperature. It consists of an inner electrode, which is coupled
to a 13.56 MHz radio frequency power source, and a grounded
outer electrode. Typically a small fraction of reactive gases, e.g.,
oxygen or nitrogen is added to helium feed gas in order to
generate chemically active species [9].

One of the problems that hinder the application of plasmas in
surface modification of polymeric materials is potential aging of
the treatment effects. After plasma treatments, the polymer
surfaces show a gradual hydrophobic recovery over the time and
the surface free energy simultaneously decreases to the original
value [10–14]. It has been suggested that the hydrophobic
recovery is mainly due to two mechanisms: one is the re-
orientation of polar chemical groups on the treated surface
towards the bulk of the material, and the other is the diffusion of
portions of non-modifiedmacromolecules to the surface [15–17].

Limited number of papers has recently been published
regarding the application of APPJ technology to polymer surface
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modification [5,18,19]. However, little has been reported about
aging of the treatment effects of APPJ and its correlation with
treatment conditions. It has been suggested that aging behavior of
a fiber can be influenced by many factors among which plasma
treatment gas composition could play an important role [20–23].
In this study, the ultra high modulus polyethylene (UHMPE)
fibers were selected as a model fiber to investigate the aging
behavior of fiber surface treated by APPJ with pure helium, and
helium mixed with oxygen at two levels. UHMPE fiber is a fiber
with high tensile strength and modulus, low specific density but
poor wettability and bondability to resins [1,2]. The surface
morphology, the adhesion between the fiber and epoxy, the
surface chemical composition and the water contact angle were
measured at 0, 7, 14, 21 and 40 days after the plasma treatment
using atomic force microscopy, micro-bond tests, X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy and sessile drop method.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

The UHMPE fiber tow with an average single fiber dia-
meter of 28 μm supplied by Ningbo Dacheng Chemical Fibers
Company (Zhejiang, China) was soaked in acetone for 10 min
and then dried in a vacuum oven to remove residual acetone.
The cleaned fiber tow was wound onto glass frames to facilitate
the subsequent plasma treatment. The matrix was epoxy resin
prepared with DER 311 (bisphenol-A type epoxy) and DER 732
(polyglycol di-epoxide) and the curing agent was DEH 26 all
supplied by Dow Chemical.

2.2. Plasma treatment

The plasma treatments were carried out using an Atomflo
250 atmospheric pressure plasma jet manufactured by the Surfx
Technologies LLC (California, USA). The APPJ was a small
plasma jet with a length around 15 cm, consisting of two
concentric electrodes with a 1.6 mm gap through which the
working gas helium flows. The gas discharge was ignited by
applying a low 13.56MHz radio frequency power, which enabled
the jet to produce a stable discharge and to avoid the arc transition.
The experimental setup for the atmospheric pressure plasma jet
treatment has been shown in our previous publications [18]. In
this study, the fibers were treated with three different gas
compositions, namely pure helium (purity 99.99%), helium+1%
oxygen (purity 99.99%), and helium+2% oxygen, which were
fed into the plasma nozzle by a mass flow controller to produce
plasma. In addition, there could be certain amount of oxygen from
the atmosphere, although the quantity should be minimal because
the helium gas flushing through the plasma nozzle at a reasonably
high flow rate and the plasma was generated in the nozzle. The
plasma nozzle was mounted above a moving belt and covered an
active area of 2×10 mm2. The distance between the nozzle and
the substrate was 3 mm. The fibers moved underneath the plasma
jet at a speed of 2 mm/s. Other plasma treatment parameters were
set as follows: helium gas flow rate was 10 L/min, output power
was 10 W, treatment nozzle temperature was 100 °C and sample
treatment or stationary timewas 1 s. The oxygen gas flow rates for
three different treatment groups were 0, 0.1 L/min, 0.2 L/min,
respectively. After the treatment, the fibers were immediately
placed into a clean plastic bag to minimize potential contamina-
tion. The control and the treated samples were stored at the
standard condition of 20 °C and 65% relative humidity to perform
the aging experiments.

2.3. Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Atomic force microscopy (Multimode Nanoscope IIIa, Digital
Instrument, USA) was used to examine the morphology of
UHMPE surfaces before and after the plasma treatment. All AFM
images were acquired in air using the tapping mode to prevent
significant deterioration of the fiber surface. The fibers were laid
down in parallel and immobilized using a special adhesive tape.
The nominal radius of the probe was smaller than 20 nm. Three
locations for each specimen were inspected. Surface average
roughness (Ra) and rootmean square roughness (Rms) of the fibers
were analyzed.

2.4. Contact angle measurement

Contact angle measurement was performed to determine the
wettability of the fiber surface using sessile drop technique in
which the shape of the distilled water droplets attached to the
fibers were recorded as digital images taken by the JC2000A
Stable contact angle analyzer (Powereach Digital Equipment,
Shanghai, China) as described byCarroll [24]. Each contact angle
reported was an average of at least 15 different measurements and
at least 5 fibers were used. The single fiber specimens were fixed
by an adhesive tape on a frame with a certain amount of tension
and the length of the fiber was about 2.5 cm. The water droplets
were sprayed onto the single fibers during the test.

2.5. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

The chemical composition of the fiber surfacewas investigated
by X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) model ESCALAB
250 (Thermo Electron VG Scientific, USA). The X-ray source
was Mg Kα (1253.6 eV), operating at 300 W. The analysis was
carried out under ultra high vacuum conditions of 10−7–10−8 Pa.
Photo emitted electrons were collected at a take-off angle of 45°
and curve fitting was performed in the C 1s peaks.

2.6. Adhesion measurements

The fiber/resin adhesion was measured with the micro-bond
technique. The five sets of the samples were prepared 1 h, 7, 14,
21, and 40 days respectively after the initial plasma treatments.

The micro-bond specimens were prepared on a frame as
described in the literature [3] with DER 331 and DER 732 at a
ratio of 70:30, and 12 phr (parts per hundred resin parts) of
hardener DEH 26. After placing the epoxy beads on the fibers,
the specimens were cured for 2 h at 80 °C and post-cured for
0.5 h at 100 °C. The diameters of the fibers and the lengths of the
epoxy beads were measured using an Olympus CH-2 microscope



Table 1
Surface roughness of UHMPE fiber before and after plasma treatment

Group Rms roughness (nm) Ra roughness (nm)

Control 2.702 2.111
Pure helium 7.698 6.168
He+1% O2 4.324 3.073
He+2% O2 2.982 2.621

Fig. 1. Water contact angle of UHMPE fiber samples of different treatment
group, data collected immediately and after 7, 14, 21 and 40 days from the initial
treatment.
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equipped with a Panasonic WV-GP410/A digital photomicrog-
raphy system. The micro-bond test was carried out at an upper
clamp displacement rate of 1 mm/min on an XQ-1 fiber tensile
testing machine (Shanghai Lipu Research Institute, China).

The interfacial shear strength (IFSS), τi, was calculated using
the following equation, derived from the well-known shear-lag
model [25]:

si ¼ nPmax coth nL=rð Þ
2A

; ð1Þ

where Pmax is the peak load, A is the cross-sectional area of the
fiber, L is the imbedded length, r is the equivalent fiber radius
calculated from the fiber cross-sectional area and n is defined as:

n ¼ Em

Ef 1þ mmð Þln R=rð Þ
� �1=2

; ð2Þ

where Em and Ef are the Young's modulus of the matrix (1.4 GPa)
and that of the fiber (130 GPa), νm is Poisson's ratio of the matrix
(0.4) [3], and R is the radius of the epoxy beads.

2.7. Single fiber tensile test

Single fiber tensile test was performed to evaluate the impact
of the plasma treatment on fiber strength. The test was
performed on Universal Materials Testing Machine (Model
H5K-S, Hounsfield, USA) at 20 °C and 65% relative humidity
with a gauge length of 10 cm and strain rate of 10 mm/min.
Olympus CH-2 microscope equipped with a Panasonic WV-
GP410/A digital photomicrography system was used to record
the longitudinal images of fibers under 400× magnification. The
diameter of each fiber was determined from the digital images
using Photoshop 7.0. At least 20 specimens were successfully
tested for each treatment condition.

2.8. Statistical analysis

One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), analysis of
covariance, and Fisher's Pairwise Comparison were used to
compare the contact angles, tensile strengths and IFSS of the
fibers in different treatment groups. A P-value less than 0.05
was considered significant.

3. Results

3.1. Surface morphology

The surface average roughness (Ra) and root mean square
roughness (Rms) are shown in Table 1. After the plasma treatment,
all samples showed an increased surface roughness. This is the
result from the etching effect of the plasma treatments. According
to the literatures [26,27], the main species in the plasmawhich are
responsible for the etching effect are positive ions and photons,
with ability of breaking primary chemical bonds and inducing
cross-linking. The samples treated with pure helium had the
largest roughness, which showed that helium appeared to bemore
effective in etching the surface of UHMPE fibers. Similar results
were reported byKim et al. [22] who found that argon plasmawas
more effective than oxygen plasma in etching a low density
polyethylene film. No AFM observation was made after aging
because in our previous study, we found no evidence of mor-
phological change for plasma treated UHMPE fibers aged for
30 days [11].

3.2. Contact angle measurement

APPJ treatment has strong influence on the wettability. The
mean water contact angle of the control fiber was 119° and it
decreased significantly after the plasma treatments (Fig. 1).
Helium+2% O2 plasma treated fibers had water contact
angles significantly higher than those for the pure helium and
helium+1% O2 plasma treated fibers. No difference was
observed between the contact angles of the pure helium and
helium+1% O2 plasma treated fibers.

Hydrophobic recovery of the fiber surfaces was examined
through water contact angle measurements of the plasma-
modified samples after aging at 20 °C and 65% relative humidity
for 1 week, 2 weeks, 3 weeks and 40 days. Fig. 1 shows the
variation of the water contact angle of the plasma treated UHMPE
fibers as a function of aging time. During storage the contact
angles of each sample increased gradually. After 40 days, the
contact angles increased from 63° to 86° for pure helium group,
from 61° to 78° for helium+1% O2 group, and from 68° to 102°
for helium+2%O2 group. Therefore, even 40 days after the initial
plasma treatment, the pure helium and helium+1% O2 plasma



Fig. 2. XPS survey scans of untreated UHMPE fibers and treated with APPJ:
(A) Freshly after plasma treatment; (B) 40 days after plasma treatment.
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treated fiberswere still wettable, while the helium+2%O2 plasma
treated fibers returned to hydrophobic.

3.3. XPS analysis

XPS analysis was performed to detect the changes in
chemical composition of the fiber surfaces after the plasma
Table 2
XPS analysis of untreated UHMPE fiber, immediately and 40 days after APPJ treat

Condition Atomic concentration
(%)

C O

Control 90.2 9.8
Immediately after the treatment

Pure helium 80.9 19.1
1% O2 in He 80.4 19.6
2% O2 in He 83.3 16.7

40 days later
Pure helium 81.9 18.1
1% O2 in He 81.1 18.9
2% O2 in He 88.7 11.3
treatment. Fig. 2(A) presents the XPS spectra for the control and
the freshly plasma treated UHMPE fibers. The photoelectron
peaks at 532.4 eVand 285.0 eV correspond to the O 1s and C 1s
orbits, respectively. Also shown in the spectra are two small
peaks near 150 eVand 100 eV corresponding to Si 2s and Si 2p,
respectively, which could come from the residual finishing or
surface contamination. No other peaks are detected, suggesting
that the APPJ treatment does not introduce significant amount
of any other elements on the fiber surface such as nitrogen from
the air. Table 2 shows the relative chemical composition of the
fibers right after the plasma treatments. For the APPJ treated
fibers, the oxygen content increased from 9.8% to 19.1, 19.6,
and 16.7% for the pure helium, the helium+1% O2, and the
helium+2% O2 groups, respectively. The incorporation of
oxygen could take place when the substrate is in the plasma
zone or shortly after the plasma treatments through reactions
with the ambient air. Deconvolution analyses of C 1s peaks
showed an increase of oxygen-based functional groups in
surface such as C–O/C–OH (286.5 eV), C_O (287.9 eV) and
O–C_O (289.2 eV) groups (Table 2), which could potentially
form primarily or have relatively strong secondary bonds with
epoxy resin. The assignment of peaks to particular functional
groups followed Beamson and Briggs [28]. The oxygen
concentrations on fiber surfaces for the pure helium and the
helium+1% O2 groups were higher than that for the helium+2%
O2 group.

The surface chemical composition and XPS spectra for the
control and the treated fibers 40 days after the initial plasma
treatment are presented in Table 2 and Fig. 2(B). It can be
observed that the atomic concentration of oxygen decreased for
all treated samples. The decay of surface oxygen concentration
of the helium+2% O2 groups was most pronounced among the
three plasma treated groups. Nevertheless, the surface oxygen
concentrations of the pure helium and the helium+1% O2

groups were still 18.1% and 18.9% respectively, which was
significantly higher than that of the control group. Deconvolu-
tion analysis results of C 1s peaks are shown in Table 2. One
may find a significant increase of C–C bond and a substantial
reduction of the oxygen-based polar functional groups on the
fiber surface for all the plasma treated groups during aging. In
addition, during 40 days aging there was a decrease in C–O/C–
OH and C_O percentages and a small percentage increase of
O–C_O groups for all the treated groups, suggesting that the
ment

Relative area under C 1s envelop

C–C C–O/C–OH C_O O–C_O

77.6 22.4 – –

59.4 35.6 3.5 1.5
56.4 34.3 7.1 2.2
61.9 33.6 3.7 0.8

68.7 27.3 2.2 1.8
63.9 27.7 5.5 2.9
74.0 23.5 1.4 1.1



Table 3
Single fiber tensile strength of untreated and plasma treated UHMPE fibers

Group Number of
specimens

Tensile strength
(GPa)

Standard deviation
(GPa)

Control 24 3.43 0.52
Pure helium 24 3.44 0.48
1% O2 in He 22 3.33 0.40
1% O2 in He 25 3.39 0.31
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C–O/C–OH and C_O groups could be flopped or diffused into
the polymer bulk faster than the O–C_O groups in the ambient
air. Forty days after the initial plasma treatment, the relative
oxygen-based polar functional groups of the helium+1% O2

group was the highest among the three plasma treated groups.
Addition of 1% O2 to helium did not increase the surface mod-
ification effect of the plasma treatment but somehow suppressed
the aging after the treatment. However, addition of 2% O2 could
be detrimental to the APPJ modification effect as well as ac-
celerating aging.

3.4. Adhesion measurements

Interfacial shear strengths of UHMPE fibers before and
freshly after atmospheric pressure plasma jet treatment are
shown in Fig. 3. It was found that for all plasma treated fibers
the IFSS increased by 80%–244% after the plasma treatments.
The improvement of adhesion was due to increase of surface
roughness, as shown in the AFM analysis, as well as the change
of the surface chemical composition detected by XPS. The IFSS
for the pure helium and the helium+1% O2 groups were more
than three times as much as that of the control and the highest
IFSS was obtained for the helium+1% O2 group, while that for
the helium+2% O2 group only increased 80%. The results are
consistent with the results of contact angle measurement and
XPS analysis.

The changes in IFSS of plasma treated UHMPE fibers during
aging process are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that the IFSS of
the plasma treated fibers decreased gradually during the first
20 days but did not change as much from 20 to 40 days. The
decay of the adhesion ability of the fiber surfaces was mainly
due to diffusion of polar functional groups from the fiber
surface to the bulk [11]. Forty days after the initial treatment, the
IFSS of the helium+2% O2 group was close to that of the
control, while those of the pure helium and the helium+1% O2

groups were still 88% and 125% higher, respectively, than that
of the control. Because the surface morphology did not change
Fig. 3. Change in interfacial shear strength for APPJ treated UHMPE fiber
samples of different treatment group, data collected immediately and after 7, 14,
21 and 40 days from the initial treatment.
during storage [11], the results can be attributed to the decrease
of the amount of the oxygen-containing polar functional groups
on the fiber surface during aging.

3.5. Single fiber tensile strength

Table 3 shows the results of single fiber tensile tests of
UHMPE fibers for different treatment groups. There appeared
to be no significant difference ( pN0.05) in the tensile strengths
between the control and plasma treated fibers. The plasma
introduces modification only at the outmost surface (a few
nanometers of depth), leaving the bulk properties of the fibers
intact. Moreover, APPJ is a very mild and quick treatment to the
material surface in which the gas temperature is relatively low
[29]. Therefore the mechanical properties of the UHMPE fibers
were not changed after the APPJ treatments.

4. Discussion

From the above results, it can be concluded that the amount
of oxygen added to the carrier gas helium has a significant
influence on the APPJ treatment and the aging effect.

The excited species of helium have relatively long lifetime
(1 ms to 1 s) known as metastable species at a high excitation
energy of 19.8 eV to 20.6 eV, while oxygen molecules have
ionization potential of 13.6 eV. Therefore, when a metastable
helium atom collides with an oxygen molecule, the oxygen can
be ionized because its ionization energy is lower than the ex-
citation energy of metastable helium. The reaction can be des-
cribed as follows:

He⁎ þ O2→Oþ
2 þ He þ e−

which is known as Penning Ionization. With increasing O2

content in the mixture, the density of helium metastables
decreases due to Penning Ionization, transferring energy to
oxygen species and other species with lower energy levels.
Therefore, the excess presence of oxygen affects the density of
helium metastables, which will influence the surface crossing-
linking. According to Schonhorn and Hansen [30], an inert gas
discharge action can induce a so-called CASING (cross-linking
by activated species of inert gases) process, creating a cross-
linked layer on the surface of the substrate. The formation of the
cross-linked layer on the polymer surface is critical for
restricting the chain mobility and thus inhibiting the hydropho-
bic recovery after the plasma treatment.

For variousmaterial processes with plasma, the reactive gases
such as oxygen, nitrogen, and other gases are usually mixed into
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the carrier gas to provide chemically reactive species. According
to the literatures [31,32], an oxygen molecule may absorb an
electron to form a stable negative ion, releasing certain amount
of energy. There are two main reactions involved in the electron
capturing processes for oxygen:

One is the two-body attachment process:

O2 þ e→ðO−
2 Þunstable→O þ O− þ energy; ð3Þ

The other is the three-body attachment process:

O2 þ e þ Y↔O−
2 þ Y þ energy; ð4Þ

where Y denotes the third body. In helium gas mixed with a
small amount of oxygen, it is the helium atoms or oxygen
molecules, which act as third body stabilizing the attachment
reaction. It was proposed that at low concentration of oxygen,
the two-body reaction described by Eq. (3) predominates,
whereas at high oxygen concentration, the three-body reaction
in Eq. (4) becomes more significant and thus comparable to that
of the two-body reaction. Since atomic oxygen plays the most
important role in the activation of polymer surfaces during
plasma treatment [29], two-body attachment process can more
effectively facilitate the oxidation of the fiber surfaces
compared with the three-body attachment process. Furthermore,
it is also possible that when the oxygen concentration increases,
the O− and atomic oxygen concentration will decrease due to
increased production of ozone because it will be more likely for
O− and atomic oxygen to collide with O2.

On the other hand, the gas composition also influences the
discharge characteristics. In the gas mixture of helium and oxy-
gen, the breakdown voltage increases appreciably as the fraction
of oxygen increases. If excessive oxygen is added to the helium
gas, the discharge becomes unstable due to the quenching effect of
the oxygen gas and decrease in effectiveness of the plasma
treatment [33–35].

Therefore, in the APPJ treatment, the amount of the oxygen
gas influences the surface modification effectiveness and the
aging process during the storage. More reactive species were
produced on the UHMPE surface when a small amount of the
oxygen was added to helium, and these reactive species may
react with the molecules on the fiber surfaces to form cross-
linked layers [36], which would potentially prevent the
rearrangement of the hydrophilic functional groups. However,
further addition of O2 could decrease the plasma treatment
effect possibly due to the decrease of plasma density. This could
also lead to a faster hydrophobic recovery.

5. Conclusions

In this study, UHMPE fibers were selected as a model fiber to
investigate the aging behavior of fiber surface treated by APPJ
with pure helium, and helium mixed with oxygen at two levels.
The treated fibers showed an increase in surface roughness from
the AFM images and those treated with pure helium had the
largest surface roughness. During the aging, the contact angle
increased while the amount of the oxygen-containing polar
functional groups on the fiber surfaces and the IFSS for the
treated fibers to epoxy decreased. During the 40 days aging, it
was found that hydrophobic recovery of the helium+1% O2

group was slower than the pure helium and helium+2%O2. The
reason for the helium+1% O2 group to have a better plasma
treatment effect and slower aging could be that the small amount
of oxygen may facilitate the process that generate more atomic
oxygen and thus the oxidation of the fiber surfaces. In addition,
there was no significant difference of the tensile strength
between the control and the plasma treated fibers.
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